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ABSTRACT

Aims and background. To update previous work on Italian cancer mortality.

Methods. WHO data were used to calculate death rates for 30 cancer sites for 2002.
Trends were analyzed with joinpoint regression over the 1970-2002 period.

Results. Total cancer deaths for 2002 in Italy were 163,070 (93,398 men, 69,672
women). Male cancer mortality rose until 1988 and since then has had a 1.4% yearly
fall. The first cause of cancer death in males was lung cancer, accounting for 28% of
deaths. The decrease in mortality from male lung cancer came about the end of the
1980’s (estimated annual percentage change, EAPC, -1.26 from 1989 to 1993 and -2.32
thereafter) and was the main reason for the favorable trends in total male cancer mor-
tality, reflecting the change in smoking prevalence in Italian males. Female total can-
cer mortality trends have also been favorable, with an overall yearly drop of 1.1% since
1992. The most frequent causes of cancer deaths in females were breast and colorectal
cancers, accounting for 16% and 14% of cancer deaths, and both showed declining
trends (EAPC, -1.80 since 1992 and -1.51 from 1993 for breast and colorectal cancers,
respectively). Female lung cancer has been on the rise (EAPC, 0.82 since 1987) for the
last decades due to the rise in cigarette smoking since the 1970’s in Italian females.

Discussion. Mortality from the most common cancers in Italy showed a favorable
trend over recent years, the maintenance and potential improvement of which would
require a strategy focusing on the control of tobacco and alcohol consumption, nu-
trition and diet. Early diagnosis for selected neoplasms can also have a relevant im-
pact, together with advancements in treatments.
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